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Solar evolutionSolar evolution



Standard solar modelStandard solar model

Must be consistent with present observations:Must be consistent with present observations:
solar luminosity L=3.844 10^33 erg/ssolar luminosity L=3.844 10^33 erg/s
solar radius R=6.9598 10^10 cmsolar radius R=6.9598 10^10 cm
photosphericphotospheric chemical composition chemical composition 

Z=0.0181 (old value)Z=0.0181 (old value)
Z=0.0122 (new value?)Z=0.0122 (new value?)

total mass M=1.989 10^33 gtotal mass M=1.989 10^33 g
age constraints (e.g. zircon >4.4 age constraints (e.g. zircon >4.4 GyrGyr))

Must use most plausible physicsMust use most plausible physics

Should also be a particular application of the general Should also be a particular application of the general 
theory of stellar structure and evolution theory of stellar structure and evolution 





Model assumptionsModel assumptions

Spherically symmetric structureSpherically symmetric structure
No rotationNo rotation
No magnetic fieldNo magnetic field
Slow time evolutionSlow time evolution
No mass lossNo mass loss



Basic equationsBasic equations

Hydrostatic equilibriumHydrostatic equilibrium
Conservation of massConservation of mass
Equation of stateEquation of state
Equation of nuclear energy productionEquation of nuclear energy production
Equations of energy transport by radiation and by Equations of energy transport by radiation and by 
convectionconvection

The model is first computed with a given initial The model is first computed with a given initial 
chemical compositionchemical composition
The time evolution is assumed to be slow. Solution is The time evolution is assumed to be slow. Solution is 
iterated in time after updating chemical composition at iterated in time after updating chemical composition at 
each stepeach step



Hydrostatic equilibriumHydrostatic equilibrium



Nuclear energyNuclear energy

Nuclear reaction rates Nuclear reaction rates 
depend sensitively on depend sensitively on 
temperature and densitytemperature and density



Equation of stateEquation of state

The solar material is a plasma The solar material is a plasma 
To a first approximation, the equation state is To a first approximation, the equation state is 
given by the perfect gas lawgiven by the perfect gas law

Several addition effects must be included Several addition effects must be included 
(Coulomb interactions, screening, electron (Coulomb interactions, screening, electron 
degeneracy, relativistic effects, etc.)degeneracy, relativistic effects, etc.)



RadiativeRadiative opacityopacity

Opacity is inversely proportional to the photon mean Opacity is inversely proportional to the photon mean 
free pathfree path
Opacity depends on density, temperature, chemical Opacity depends on density, temperature, chemical 
composition composition 
In the In the radiativeradiative interior, the opacity controls the interior, the opacity controls the 
temperature gradienttemperature gradient
The computation of the opacity requires detailed The computation of the opacity requires detailed 
knowledge of the interaction of photons with atoms knowledge of the interaction of photons with atoms 
and nucleiand nuclei
OPAL tables : opacity is accurate to a few percentsOPAL tables : opacity is accurate to a few percents





Transport of energy by convectionTransport of energy by convection

All was said in last week’s lectureAll was said in last week’s lecture
Stellar convection is not easy to modelStellar convection is not easy to model
Transport of energy by convection is usually Transport of energy by convection is usually 
described by a phenomenological model, the described by a phenomenological model, the 
mixing length theorymixing length theory
The mixing length is a fraction of the pressure The mixing length is a fraction of the pressure 
scale heightscale height



Tunable parametersTunable parameters

Initial Helium abundanceInitial Helium abundance
affects solar luminosityaffects solar luminosity

Initial “metal” abundanceInitial “metal” abundance
affects surface ratio X/Zaffects surface ratio X/Z

Mixing length parameterMixing length parameter
affects solar radiusaffects solar radius



Standard Solar ModelStandard Solar Model



HelioseismologyHelioseismology

is the study of solar oscillationsis the study of solar oscillations

(1) to test the standard model of solar structure (1) to test the standard model of solar structure 
and evolutionand evolution

(2) to go beyond the standard model and learn (2) to go beyond the standard model and learn 
about rotation, convection, magnetic fields...about rotation, convection, magnetic fields...

(3) to answer fundamental physics questions (e.g. (3) to answer fundamental physics questions (e.g. 
solar neutrino problem)solar neutrino problem)



Notable Successes of helioseismology 
(PM di Mauro)

Notable Successes of helioseismology 
(PM di Mauro)

Depth of the solar convection zone (Christensen-
Dalsgaard 1985)

Opacities

Neutrino Problem

Diffusion of helium and heavy elements (Basu et
al. 1996)

Helium abundance

Relativistic effect in the core (Elliot & 
Kosovichev 1998)

Internal Dynamics (rotation, Schou et al. 1996)



Solar oscillationsSolar oscillations

•The Sun is filled with 
acoustic waves, with periods 
near 5 min.

•Waves are excited by near-
surface turbulent convection

•Surface motions are a few 
100 m/s, superimposed on the 
2 km/s solar rotation. 

Line-of-sight velocity measured from 
the Doppler shifts of spectral lines (SOHO satellite)







Global helioseismology

•Measurement and inversion of the frequencies of the 
global modes of resonance (millions of modes). 

•Among the most precise measurements in astrophysics: 
some frequencies are known with a precision of 1 ppm. 



•Sound speed difference from best solar model.
•Maximum deviation is 2% (red is faster, blue is 
slower than model).
•Small surface variations on 11-yr time scale.

Solar structure



The solar internal sound speedThe solar internal sound speed

Sun - Model S



Improvements:

•Non-LTE analysis

•3D atmosphere models

Consistent abundance determinations for a variety of 
indicators

Revision of solar surface Revision of solar surface 
abundancesabundances

Asplund et al. (2004; A&A 417, 751)



Revision of solar surface Revision of solar surface 
abundancesabundances

Pijpers, Houdek et al.

Model S

Z = 0.015



HELIUM ABUNDANCE IN CZHELIUM ABUNDANCE IN CZ

Y cannot be directly obtained by spectroscopy
Y by solar Models matching L Y ≈ 0.27-0.28

Now: Helioseismic inversions
REFERENCEREFERENCE DATADATA Y MHDY MHD Y OPALY OPAL

BasuBasu & & AntiaAntia
(1995)(1995) HLH 100HLH 100≤≤l l ≤≤12001200 0.24560.2456±±0.0070.007 0.24890.2489±±0.00280.0028

KosovichevKosovichev (1996)(1996) BBSO  4BBSO  4≤≤ ll≤≤140140 0.2320.232±±0.0060.006 0.2480.248±±0.0060.006

RichardRichard etet al. al. 
(1998)(1998)

MDI   0MDI   0≤≤ ll≤≤140140 0.2420.242±±0.0020.002 0.2480.248±±0.0020.002

BasuBasu (1998)(1998) MDI     MDI     ll≤≤194194 0.25240.2524±±0.00010.0001 0.24880.2488±±0.00010.0001

Di Mauro Di Mauro etet al. al. 
(2002)(2002)

MDI  MDI  ll≤≤10001000 0.24570.2457±±0.00050.0005 0.25390.2539±±0.00050.0005

MP Di Mauro



Equation of state near the surfaceEquation of state near the surface
Difference between SUN (MDI/SOHO)

and Model S (w/ two different equation of states)

MP Di Mauro   



Beyond the 1D SunBeyond the 1D Sun

RotationRotation
AsphericitiesAsphericities
Magnetic fieldMagnetic field
Time dependence Time dependence solar cyclesolar cycle



The eleven-year solar cycle



What is the mechanism of the solar cycle?What is the mechanism of the solar cycle?

Dynamo theory: motions generate magnetic fieldDynamo theory: motions generate magnetic field
Rotation, Rotation, meridionalmeridional circulationcirculation
convective flowsconvective flows
Internal magnetic fieldInternal magnetic field
Active regions: structure, emergence, evolutionActive regions: structure, emergence, evolution
Drivers of space weather Drivers of space weather 



Internal rotation

•Differential rotation in the convective envelope.
•Uniform rotation in the radiative interior.
•Near-surface shear layer.

red is faster (26 days)  
blue is slower (35 days).



zonal flowszonal flows



The pulse of the solar dynamo?The pulse of the solar dynamo?



Local Local helioseismologyhelioseismology
• Measure travel times of 
wavepackets travelling
between any two points A 
and B on the solar surface.

• Differences between the 
A→B and B→A directions 
arise from bulk motion 
along the path.

• 3-D maps of flows and 
temperature beneath the 
surface.



to disk center
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Solar subsurface ‘weather’Solar subsurface ‘weather’







Red regions have higher wave speed, blue slower.

Sunspot internal structure



SupergranulationSupergranulation and and 
network evolutionnetwork evolution



Map of Sun’s large magnetic regions
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Sun rotates in 27 days so images will
move to left since map grid is fixed

Far-side imaging



Solar tsunami (flare induced)



Current topics of researchCurrent topics of research

Detect magnetic field in the solar interior, i.e. decouple Detect magnetic field in the solar interior, i.e. decouple 
magnetic from other types of perturbationsmagnetic from other types of perturbations
Emergence and evolution of active regions from limb Emergence and evolution of active regions from limb 
to limbto limb
Probe deeper layers in the convection zoneProbe deeper layers in the convection zone

Improve modelsImprove models
diffusiondiffusion
nonnon--adiabatic effectsadiabatic effects
convectionconvection
equation of stateequation of state



Missions aheadMissions ahead
Solar Dynamics Observatory (LWS NASA)
Launch Date: April 2008
Mission Duration: 5 years, 10 yr of expendables
Orbit: 36000 km, circular, 28.5º geo. 

synch. Inclined
1’’ resolution, full disk, high duty cycle. 
Ideal for local helioseismology.

Solar Orbiter (ESA)
Launch Date: 2015
Mission Duration: 5 (nominal) to 7 years (ext.)

Orbit:   Assisted by Venus swing-bys, 
the spacecraft's 150-day orbit 
will evolve gradually over the 
mission lifetime from an 
inclination of about 12 to 35 
degrees to the solar equator. 



Stereoscopic observations:Stereoscopic observations:
Solar Orbiter, Sentinel, Safari (?)Solar Orbiter, Sentinel, Safari (?)



AsteroseismologyAsteroseismology

Mass, radius, chemical composition, and age of Mass, radius, chemical composition, and age of 
isolated stars isolated stars 
Independent test of theory of stellar structure Independent test of theory of stellar structure 
and evolutionand evolution
Internal stellar rotationInternal stellar rotation
Constraints on dynamo theoriesConstraints on dynamo theories
ConvectionConvection
Implications for planetary system formationImplications for planetary system formation



All stars are suspected to pulsateAll stars are suspected to pulsate



SolarSolar--like oscillationslike oscillations

 

α Cen A

Sun



AsteroseismologyAsteroseismology projectsprojects

GroundGround
MOST (Canada)MOST (Canada)
COROT (ESA, 2006)COROT (ESA, 2006)
KeplerKepler (NASA, 2006)(NASA, 2006)
EddingtonEddington? (ESA)? (ESA)
Stellar Imager? Stellar Imager? 



SummarySummary

HelioseismologyHelioseismology provides important tests of the standard model provides important tests of the standard model 
of solar structure and evolution of solar structure and evolution 
HelioseismologyHelioseismology will help understand the origin of solar activity.will help understand the origin of solar activity.
In particular, techniques of local In particular, techniques of local helioseismologyhelioseismology in combination in combination 
with highwith high--resolution space data will be key in revealing the resolution space data will be key in revealing the 
interactions between flows and magnetic fields in the interior.interactions between flows and magnetic fields in the interior.

AsteroseismologyAsteroseismology will be become an extremely valuable tool to will be become an extremely valuable tool to 
study stellar activity and evolution.study stellar activity and evolution.

Important upcoming mission: the Solar Dynamics ObservatoryImportant upcoming mission: the Solar Dynamics Observatory
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